CareTech CMS **Donations** Module

Enables hospital foundations to accept secure online contributions

**Overview**
The Donations module from CareTech CMS allows you to view and process all of the donations that are submitted on your site.

**Content**
From the Donations detail page, you can review and update, if necessary, the information entered by the user when submitting the form. You also have the option of processing (confirming) the donation from this page.

**Administration**
The CareTech CMS administrator pane allows website administrators to search for donors by name or ID number, then view individual transactions and archives, as well as new donations.

**Customization**
The CareTech CMS Donations module can be customized to meet your hospital foundation’s needs.

---

Check out the **Donations** module in use on this hospital website:
www.mercyiwacacity.org/donations

---

Front End – Donor Information Screen

Back End – Donations Administrator Pane
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